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Abstract In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in dealing with user
preferences in flexible database querying, expressing bothpositive and negative in-
formation in a heterogeneous way. This is what is usually referred to as bipolar
database querying. Different frameworks have been introduced to deal with such
bipolarity. In this chapter, an overview of two approaches is given. The first ap-
proach is based on mandatory and desired requirements. Hereby the complement of
a mandatory requirement can be considered as a specificationof what is not desired
at all. So, mandatory requirements indirectly contribute to negative information (ex-
pressing what the user does not want to retrieve), whereas desired requirements can
be seen as positive information (expressing what the user prefers to retrieve). The
second approach is directly based on positive requirements(expressing what the
user wants to retrieve), and negative requirements (expressing what the user does
not want to retrieve). Both approaches use pairs of satisfaction degrees as the under-
lying framework but have different semantics, and thus alsodifferent operators for
criteria evaluation, ranking, aggregation, etc.
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1 Introduction

In daily life, it can be observed that people, whilst communicating their preferences,
tend to use vague or fuzzy terms in expressing their desires.A typical example is
a recruitment office that, e.g., is searching foryoungpeople with ahigh score in
math. A lot of research has been done to translate this ‘fuzziness’ to the domain
of database querying, resulting in ‘fuzzy’ querying of regular databases, where the
queries are composed of several ‘fuzzy’ query conditions, interconnected by logi-
cal connectives. Indeed, the main lines of research in this area include the study of
modeling linguistic terms (like, e.g.,youngor high) in the specification of elemen-
tary query conditions using elements of fuzzy logic [38] andthe enhancement of
fuzzy query formalism with soft aggregation operators [23,22, 6, 15]. Both linguis-
tic terms and soft aggregations model user’s preferences [4] and, as such, require
a query satisfaction modeling framework that supports rank-ordering the records
retrieved in response to a query according to the degree to which they satisfy all
conditions imposed by the query. Usually, query satisfaction in ‘fuzzy’ querying of
regular databases is modelled by associating asatisfaction degree swith each record
in the answer set of the query. These satisfaction degrees take values in the unit in-
terval[0,1] and are computed during query processing. The value 0 means complete
lack of satisfaction and implies that the associated recorddoes not belong to the
query’s answer set. The value 1 expresses full satisfaction, while all other, interme-
diate, values denote partial query satisfaction. Records with a satisfaction degree
s that is lower than a given threshold valueδ , i.e., for whichs< δ , are usually
discarded from the query answer set.

A more advanced aspect of specifying user preferences in database queries con-
cerns the handling ofbipolarity. Bipolarity hereby refers to the fact that users
might distinguish between positive and negative aspects (or between constraints and
wishes) while specifying their query preferences. Positive statements may be used
to express what is possible, satisfactory, permitted, desired or acceptable, whereas
negative statements may express what is impossible, unsatisfactory, not permitted,
rejected, undesired or unacceptable. Likewise, constraints express what is accepted,
whereas wishes are used to specify which of the accepted values are really desired
by the user. Bipolarity is inherent to human communication and natural language
and should hence be reflected and dealt with in any querying system that aims to
support human interaction as adequate as possible.

For example, consider the specification of user preferencesin the context of se-
lecting a car, more specifically concerning the color of a car. A positive statement is
‘I like black or dark blue cars’, while ‘I do not want a white car’ is a negative state-
ment. In terms of constraints and desires, similar preferences might be expressed
by ‘I want a dark colored car’ and ‘if possible, I really prefer a black or dark blue
car’. Remark that often, negative conditions might be translated to constraints, while
positive conditions might be seen as wishes.

Depending on the situation, it may be more natural for a user to use negative
conditions or positive conditions. Sometimes one can use both positive and negative
conditions at the same time. This is especially the case if the user does not have
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complete knowledge of the domain on which the criterion is specified, or if this
domain is too large to completely specify the user’s preferences for every value in
the domain, as can for example be the case with available car colors.

In standard approaches to regular ‘fuzzy’ querying it is explicitly assumed that
a record that satisfies a query condition to a degrees, at the same time dissatisfies
it, i.e., satisfies its negation, to a degree 1− s. This assumption does not generally
hold when dealing with bipolar query criteria specifications as positive and negative
conditions comprising a query are assumed to be independent, i.e., may assume
any value from the interval [0,1]. In such situations ofheterogeneous bipolarity, a
semantically richer query satisfaction modeling approach, which is more consistent
with human reasoning and is able to model this bipolarity, ispreferred.

In this chapter, two such approaches to bipolar database querying are discussed.
On the one hand, theconstraint-wish(or mandatory-desired) approach will be
presented, used amongst others by Dubois and Prade [16, 17] and Bosc et al.
[10, 26, 27, 29, 39], and on the other hand, thesatisfied-dissatisfied(or positive-
negative) approach will be discussed, used amongst others by Zadrȯzny et al. [47]
and De Tŕe et al. [13, 30, 33]. For both approaches, an overview is given, which con-
secutively handles the semantics of the actual framework, the evaluation of query
conditions within this framework, the ranking of query results and the aggregation
of compound query conditions.

The remainder of this chapter has been organised as follows:first, some prelim-
inaries on bipolar query conditions will be presented in Section 2, explaining the
two approaches that will be discussed in this chapter in moredetail, together with
their semantics. The next Section 3 discusses the ranking ofthe results of a bipolar
query. Next, in Section 4, different techniques to aggregate the results of multiple
query conditions are presented. Finally, Section 5 states some conclusions.

2 Bipolar Query Conditions

Pioneering work in the area of heterogeneous bipolar database querying has been
done in [25], which seems to be the first approach where a distinction has been made
between mandatory query conditions and desired query conditions. As mentioned
earlier, desired and mandatory conditions can be viewed as specifying positive and
negative information, respectively. Indeed, the oppositeof a mandatory condition
specifies what must be rejected and thus what is considered asbeing negative with
respect to the query result, whereas desired conditions specify what is considered as
being positive.

Later on, this idea has been further developed and adapted tobe used in ‘fuzzy’
querying techniques. The use of the twofold fuzzy sets (TFS)to represent a bipolar
elementary query condition with respect to a given attribute A is reported, e.g., in
[16, 17]. A twofold fuzzy set expresses which domain values are accepted by the
user and which among these accepted values are really desired by her or him. An
alternative approach, based on the concept of an Atanassov (intuitionistic) fuzzy set
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(AFS) and departing from the specification of which values are desired and which
values are undesired, is presented in [12, 30]. Both approaches have in common that
they deal with bipolarity that is specifiedinsideelementary query conditions, i.e.,
in the domain of an attribute three subsets, in general fuzzy, are distinguished: of
positively, negatively and neutrally evaluated elements.

Other approaches study bipolarity that is specifiedbetweenelementary query
conditions, meaning that these conditions are assigned different semantics. In par-
ticular, a distinction can be made between mandatory and desired query conditions.
These conditions can still contain vague terms modelled by fuzzy sets as in regular
‘fuzzy’ querying [38, 22, 5, 7, 21, 4, 46]. For example, in [48] an approach is pre-
sented where bipolar queries are represented as a special case of the fuzzy ‘winnow’
operator. Bipolarity is thus studied considering queries with preferences as in [25].
An alternative assumption that can be made, is considering queries that consist of a
number of ‘positive’ and ‘negative’ elementary conditions[13, 33].

In this chapter, only bipolarity that is specifiedinside elementary query con-
ditions will be considered. In the following subsections, two approaches will be
discussed in more detail: theconstraint-wishand thesatisfied-dissatisfiedapproach.

2.1 Constraint-Wish Approach

Consider a universe of discourseU corresponding to the domain of an attribute in
question. In theconstraint-wishapproach (referred to elsewhere in this volume also
as ‘required-desired semantics’), the bipolar query condition consists of two parts: a
constraintC, which describes the set of acceptable values ofU , and a wishW, which
defines the set of wished-for (or desired) values ofU . In general, the constraint and
the wish are specified using fuzzy setsC andW, defined onU [44], identified by
their respective membership functionsµC and µW. Because it is not coherent to
wish something that is rejected (where the rejected values are represented by the
complement of the fuzzy setC), a consistency condition is imposed. Two forms of
consistency conditions may be considered:

• Strong consistency,

∀x∈U : µC(x)< 1⇒ µW(x) = 0. (1)

In this case, the support of the wishW is required to be a subset of the core of
the constraintC, which means that the wish can play any role in evaluating only
those records which fully satisfy the constraint. The pair of fuzzy setsC andW
then form atwofold fuzzy set[11].

• Weak consistency,
∀x∈U : µW(x)≤ µC(x). (2)

In this case, the wish is required to be more specific than the constraint what
represents the fact that it is harder to satisfy a wish than tosatisfy a constraint, but
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the wish can also play a role in evaluating the records which do not fully satisfy
the constraint. The pair of fuzzy setsC andW then form an interval-valued fuzzy
set (IVFS) [20, 36, 45, 19].

Because a twofold fuzzy set is formally a special case of an interval-valued fuzzy
set, the bipolar query condition can in both cases be modelled by means of an IVFS,
which is defined by

F = {(x, [µF∗(x),µF∗(x)])|(x∈U)∧ (0≤ µF∗(x)≤ µF∗(x)≤ 1)}. (3)

Thus, a bipolar query condition is modelled by means of an IVFS, where the up-
per membership functionµF∗ models the constraint, i.e.,µF∗ = µC, and the lower
membership functionµF∗ models the wish, i.e.,µF∗ = µW.

An important feature of this semantics is that the wish playssomehow a sec-
ondary role in the query. A bipolar query condition in the constraint-wish approach
should be interpreted as ‘satisfy C and, if possible, satisfy W’ [16].

Summarising, in this approach the evaluation of a recordRagainst an elementary
bipolar query condition ‘A IS F ’ with F composed of a couple(C,W) of fuzzy sets
C andW results in a pair of satisfaction degrees(c(R),w(R)) ∈ [0,1]2 such that

c(R) = µC(R[A]) (4)

w(R) = µW(R[A]) (5)

whereR[A] denotes the value of recordR for attributeA.

2.2 Satisfied-Dissatisfied Approach

In the satisfied-dissatisfiedapproach, the bipolar query condition also consists of
two parts. One part specifies the values of an attributeA which are positively eval-
uated by the user with respect to her or his preferences and,independently, another
part specifies the values forA which are negatively evaluated by the user. A pair of
fuzzy sets,F+ andF−, expressing the respective parts of the query condition may
be treated as a bipolar extension to the concept of fuzzy set.Atanassov (intuitionis-
tic) Fuzzy Sets(AFSs) [1] are an example of such an extension. An AFSF over a
universeU is formally defined by

F = {(x,µF(x),νF(x))|(x∈U)∧ (0≤ µF(x)+νF(x)≤ 1)}. (6)

whereµF : U → [0,1] andνF : U → [0,1] are respectively called the membership
and non-membership degree functions and 0≤ µF(x)+νF(x) ≤ 1, ∀x∈U reflects
the consistency condition of the AFS. In the context of database querying, this con-
sistency condition can be interpreted as stating that the degree of non-preference
νF(x) for a given valuex can never be larger than the complement 1−µF(x) of the
degree of preference for that value (or, equivalently, thatthe degree of preference
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µF(x) for a valuex can never be larger than the complement 1−νF(x) of the degree
of non-preference for that value.)

Formally, in their basic form, AFSs are operationally equivalent to IVFSs and
thus may be also used to represent preferences in the constraint-wish approach, but
their intended semantics is closer to the idea of the satisfied-dissatisfied approach.
However, in the satisfied-dissatisfied approach the total independence of positive
and negative condition is assumed and the AFS’s consistencycondition does not
meet this assumption. Thus, in what follows we will use the conceptbipolar AFS
which follows the two membership functions structure of AFSs but drops the consis-
tency condition. In this respect, the presented approach issimilar to the neutrosophic
logic [37, 35]. It is also similar to a fuzzy version of Belnap’s logic [2], proposed
by Öztürk and Tsoukias [34] and further developed by Turunen et al.[40]; cf. also a
study on links between Belnap’s logic and bipolarity by Konieczny et al. [24]. How-
ever, it should be stressed that the degrees of satisfactionand dissatisfaction do not
have any epistemic flavour here, i.e., e.g., they do not form an interval containing
a ‘true’ degree to which the user likes the given value of an attribute in question.
Instead, these degrees respectively express the genuine liking and disliking of the
value which are assumed to occur simultaneously and independently of each other.

In what follows, we will thus often adopt the notationµF and νF instead of,
respectivelyµF+ andµF− , while referring to the sets of positively and negatively
evaluated values of an attribute under consideration.

We have thus a couple(µF(x),νF(x)) which is referred to as thebipolar satisfac-
tion degree(BSD) and represents the suitability ofx ∈ domA with respect to a
conditionA IS F , whereA is an attribute andF is a bipolar AFS representing pref-
erences of the user. Now, the question is how these couples are to be processed, i.e.,
used to order the records in an answer to the query and aggregated with the couples
related to other elementary conditions. We discuss these issues in the following sec-
tions. An elementary bipolar query condition ‘A IS F ’ in the satisfied-dissatisfied
approach should be interpreted as ‘preferably satisfy F+ and preferably do not sat-
isfy F−’ [30].

Summarising, in this approach the evaluation of a recordRagainst an elementary
bipolar query condition ‘A IS F ’ with F a bipolar AFS characterized by a pair(µ ,ν)
of membership functionsµ andν results in a pair(s(R),d(R)) ∈ [0,1]2 of values,
referred to assatisfaction degree(s) anddissatisfaction degree(d), jointly called a
Bipolar Satisfaction Degree (BSD) [30], such that

s(R) = µF(R[A]) (7)

d(R) = νF(R[A]) (8)

whereR[A] is the value of recordR for attributeA. The set of all possible BSDs will
be denoted as̃B.
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2.3 Examples

As an example of an elementary bipolar query condition, consider the case of a real
estate application and a user who wants to find a suitable house to buy. An important
criterion may be the size of the garden. The user may have a number of criteria in
mind when judging which ranges of values of this attribute she or he prefers. For
example, considering garden as a playground for children the user may use a positive
unipolar scale to measure its suitability – the larger the size the better. On the other
hand, taking into account the maintenance costs of the garden the user may use a
negative unipolar scale – the larger the garden size the higher the costs.1. Let us
assume that the terms ‘large’ and ‘too large’, respectively, represent the preferences
of the user along these two criteria and thus describe the setsF+ andF− of positive
and negative parts of the bipolar condition.

Figure 1(a) shows how such preferences may be represented inthe framework of
the satisfied-dissatisfied approach. It is worth noticing that, for example, a garden
size of 550 sq. m. is totally negatively evaluated from the point of view of the main-
tenance costs and, at the same time, totally positively evaluated from the point of
view of fun for the children.

Looking for a counterpart in the constraint-wish approach we would like to inter-
pret the positive condition as a wish and the negative condition as the complement
of the constraint. However, this is not possible as the consistency condition implied
by the semantics of the constraint-wish approach is not met,what is illustrated in
Figure 1(b), i.e., there are some valuesx where,µW(x)> µC(x).

Fig. 1 Examples: (a)µF− : ‘too large’, µF+ : ‘large’; (b) µC: ‘not too large’,µW: ‘large’.

In order to illustrate the constraint-wish approach at worklet us assume the fol-
lowing scenario. The user may look for a ‘large’ garden but she or he would be most
happy with a garden of size around 400-500 sq. m. Thus, the former may be inter-
preted as a constraint (‘not large’ garden is excluded) while the latter is just a desired
size. Figure 2(b) shows an example of membership functions which may serve to
represent such preferences in the framework of the constraint-wish approach.

1 We are slightly simplifying the situation here as with respect to both criteria the user may have
in mind two separate bipolar scales, but still it will result in sets of aggregated positively and
negatively evaluated garden size values.
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It should be stressed that the satisfied-dissatisfied approach is not suitable to rep-
resent such preferences. One can consider a kind of representation shown in Fig-
ure 2(a) which is obtained by treating the wish and the constraint as, respectively,
the positive evaluation and the complement of the negative evaluation. However, in
the framework of the satisfied-dissatisfied approach Figure2(a) should be actually
interpreted as representing the following preferences: the user has positive feelings
about the garden size being ca. 400-500 sq. m. and does not like small gardens (more
precisely: not large gardens).

Fig. 2 Examples: (a)µF− : ‘not large’, µF+ : ‘around 400-500 sq. m.’; (b)µC: ‘large’, µW: ‘around
400-500 sq. m’.

Figure 3(b) shows a slightly different wish which may be expressed as ‘preferred
size of the garden is ca. 400-500 sq. m. or slightly less’. This case is still well suited
to be represented in the constraint-wish based approach although only the weak
consistency is preserved.

A kind of the counterpart of the above in the framework of the satisfied-
dissatisfied approach, again in the spirit of Figure 2(a), isshown in Figure 3(a).

Fig. 3 Examples: (a)µF− : ‘not large’, µF+ : ‘around 400-500 sq. m. or slightly less’; (b)µC:
‘large’, µW: ‘around 400-500 sq. m. or slightly less’.
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3 Ranking of Query Results

After evaluating a bipolar query condition for all potential query results, every re-
sulting recordRi will have an associated pair of calculated satisfaction degrees, ei-
ther a pair(c(Ri),w(Ri)) or a BSD(s(Ri),d(Ri)). Now, we will deal with the ques-
tion how the records should be ranked in the response to a query using these pairs
of degrees.

3.1 Ranking in the Constraint-Wish Approach

In this approach it is assumed that constraints and wishes are not compensatory
[10, 26], i.e., a higher satisfaction of a wish can not compensate a lower satisfaction
of a constraint. Therefore, ranking is done primarily on theconstraint satisfaction,
and secondly, in case of ties, on the wish satisfaction. In general, one has [18]:

R1 ≻ R2 ⇔ (c(R1)> c(R2))∨ (c(R1) = c(R2)∧w(R1)> w(R2)) (9)

whereR1 ≻ R2 means thatR1 is preferred toR2. Thus, this is the lexicographical
ordering with respect to the pairs(c,w).

Another possibility is scalarization: a real function may be applied to the pairs
(c(Ri),w(Ri)) and the records are then ranked according to the values obtained.
Zadrȯzny and Kacprzyk [48], following Lacroix and Lavency [25], propose the ag-
gregation of both degrees in the spirit of the ‘and possibly’operator. In this approach
the wish is taken into account only ‘if possible’, i.e., if its satisfaction does not in-
terfere with the satisfaction of the constraint what is determined with respect to the
content of the whole database. The same idea, applied in a different context, may
be found in some earlier work of Bordogna and Pasi [3], Duboisand Prade [14] or
Yager [41]. Recently, a lot of work has been done on the study of different interpre-
tations of the ‘and possibly’ as well as its dual ‘or at least’operators by Bosc, Pivert,
Tamani, Hadjali (see, e.g., [8, 28, 9]) and by Dubois and Prade in this volume.

3.2 Ranking in the Satisfied-Dissatisfied Approach

Because, in the satisfied-dissatisfied approach, the satisfaction degree and the dis-
satisfaction degree are assumed to be totally independent,both should have an equal
impact on the ranking [30]. Naturally, the higher the satisfaction degree, the higher
the ranking should be, and dually, the higher the dissatisfaction degree, the lower
the ranking should be. A possible ranking functionr for BSDs(s,d), with a com-
plete symmetrical impact of both the satisfaction and dissatisfaction degrees, is the
following:
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r(s,d) =
s+(1−d)

2
. (10)

This ranking function produces values in[0,1]. Three special cases can be distin-
guished:

• r(s,d) = 1: in this case it must be thats= 1 andd = 0, so this is the case offull
global satisfaction.

• r(s,d) = 0: in this case it must be thats= 0 andd = 1, so this is the case offull
global dissatisfaction.

• r(s,d) = 0.5: in this case it must be thats= d and the ranking can be considered
neutral. The condition is as satisfied as it is dissatisfied.

Remark that both degrees equally matter when ranking the records, as expected. For
example, records for which the evaluation leads to a dissatisfaction degreed = 1,
or dually a satisfaction degree ofs= 0, should not a priori be excluded as being
totally unsatisfactory. Indeed, e.g., the BSDs(1,1) and(0,0), although havingd= 1
(respectivelys= 0), both have neutral ranking (r(s,d) = 0.5) and are hence situated
in the middle of the ranking spectrum.

Other ranking functions are also possible, e.g., assigningmore importance to
either the satisfaction degree or the dissatisfaction degree. In general, a suitable
ranking functionr for BSDs should meet the following minimal requirements:

1. 0≤ r(x,y)≤ 1, with (x,y) a BSD, i.e.,r : B̃→ [0,1].
2. r(1,0) = 1, i.e., the BSD with full satisfaction and no dissatisfaction should be

ranked the highest.
3. r(0,1) = 0, i.e., the BSD with full dissatisfaction and no satisfaction should be

ranked the lowest.
4. ∀x,y ∈ [0,1] : r(x,x) = r(y,y), i.e., for all BSDs with equal satisfaction degree

and dissatisfaction degree, the ranking should also be equal. The reason for this
requirement is that, ranking wise, it is impossible to make asensible distinction
between the cases of total indifference (i.e., BSD(0,0)) and total conflict (i.e.,
BSD (1,1)), and also all other intermediate cases wheres= d (i.e., BSD(x,x),
x∈ [0,1]).

5. monotonicity:r(x,y)≤ r(x+ ε ,y) andr(x,y)≥ r(x,y+ ε).

These minimal requirements eliminate the use of ranking functions which solely
rank on either the satisfaction degrees or the dissatisfaction degreed, and use the
other degree (d or s respectively) only as a ‘tiebreaker’, because they would vio-
late the fourth requirement. Thus, for example, the lexicographical ordering, mean-
ingfully used in the constraint-wish approach (see Eq. (9)), is not suitable for the
satisfied-dissatisfied approach because of the assumed total independence between,
and equally important role of, the satisfaction and dissatisfaction degrees.

A list of useful ranking functions for BSDs is listed below:
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r1 =
s+(1−d)

2
(11)

r2 =
s

s+d
(12)

r3 =
1−d

(1−s)+(1−d)
(13)

r4 =
s

s+d
·

1−d
(1−s)+(1−d)

(14)

r5 = max{0,s−d} (15)

r6 = min{1+s−d,1}. (16)

Ranking functionr2 is discontinuous in BSD(0,0), r3 is undefined for BSD(1,1),
while r4 is undefined for BSDs(0,0) and(1,1). More information on the behaviour
and properties of these ranking functions can be found in [32].

3.3 Comparison and discussion

The lexicographical ordering used in the constraint-wish approach makes wishes
(positive information) rather secondary in comparison to the constraints (negative
information), according to the assumed semantics. This maybe, however, counter-
intuitive in some cases. Let us consider two pairs of degrees(c(R1),w(R1)) and
(c(R2),w(R2)) such thatc(R1) = c(R2) + ε, while w(R1) = 0 andw(R2) = 1. In
such a caseR1 will be ranked beforeR2, even forε very close to 0 what may be
disputable. A possible escape is to assume a discrete scale for c’s andw’s with a
small number of levels and to claim that the smallest difference in levels of the
constraint satisfaction is large enough to justify its definite role in establishing the
ranking of records whatever their satisfaction of wishes is.

A scalarization in the spirit of the ‘and possibly’ operatoris an interesting option
but it adopts a specific semantics of constraints and wishes.

Ranking in the satisfied-dissatisfied approach is based on the ranking of the
BSDs. Due to their specific semantics and the total independence of the satisfac-
tion and dissatisfaction degrees, BSDs can be ranked in different ways. A ranking
function for BSDs should satisfy the requirements specifiedin Subsection 3.2. The
selection of a ranking function depends on the requirementsof the application.

• If it is necessary to assign an equal weight tos(R) andd(R), then the ranking
function r1 (cf. Eq. (11)) can be used. In this approach, query conditions are
interpreted as preferences because records withd(R) = 1 or s(R) = 0 are not a
priori excluded from the result, i.e., they do not necessarily result in a ranking
value 0.

• If the non-zero satisfaction degree should be interpreted as an absolute require-
ment, i.e., ifs(R) = 0 has to imply that the ranking value is 0, then the ranking
functionr2 (cf. Eq. (12)) can be used.
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• Dually, if avoiding the total dissatisfaction should be interpreted as an absolute
requirement, i.e., ifd(R) = 1 has to imply a ranking value 0, then the ranking
functionr3 (cf. Eq. (13)) can be used.

• Ranking functionr4 (cf. Eq. (14)) can be used if both non-zero satisfaction degree
is required and total dissatisfaction should be avoided.

• Finally, if the ranking should be based on the best ofs(R) andd(R), then either
ranking functionr5 (cf. Eq. (15)) or ranking functionr6 (cf. Eq. (16)) can be
used. Hereby,r5 = 0 if s(R)≤ d(R) andr6 = 1 if s(R)≥ d(R).

It is worth noting that modelling bipolarityinsidean elementary query condition
using the constraint-wish approach (cf. Section 2.1) makesthe ranking problem
somehow trivial. Namely, it is easy to verify that due to the consistency condition,
it is impossible to have two pairs of degrees(c(R1),w(R1)) and(c(R2),w(R2)) such
that c(R1) < c(R2) and at the same timew(R1) > w(R2). This further justifies the
primary role of the constraint satisfaction degree in the ranking process, as defined
in (9). On the other hand, this is not the case in the satisfied-dissatisfied approach
what makes room for more possible definitions of ranking.

4 Aggregation in Bipolar Query Processing

So far we have focused on bipolar queries comprising one elementary bipolar con-
dition with respect to an attribute. In what follows we consider a compound bipolar
query composed of many elementary bipolar conditions, possibly combined using
explicit logical connectives of conjunction, disjunctionand negation. The evaluation
of an elementary bipolar query conditionA IS F results in a pair of degrees (either
(c(R),w(R)) or (s(R),d(R))) for every database recordR. Now, consider the evalu-
ation of an entire query composed ofn elementary query conditions. First, for each
relevant database recordR, each elementary condition need to be evaluated result-
ing in n individual pairs of satisfaction degrees. Second, all these individual pairs
must beaggregatedto come up with a global result reflecting the extent to which
R satisfies the entire bipolar query. The basic aggregation techniques in case of
the constraint-wish approach and the satisfied-dissatisfied approach are presented in
the two subsections below. A distinction has been made between techniques where
the pairs of degrees are treated as a whole and techniques where these degrees are
treated individually.

4.1 Aggregation in the Constraint-Wish Approach

Considern elementary bipolar query conditions, the evaluation of which for a record
R leads to a set ofn pairs(ci(R),wi(R)), i = 1, . . . ,n. This set ofn pairs needs to be
aggregated to obtain the global satisfaction degree.
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4.1.1 Treatingc(R) and w(R) Individually

In this approach a bipolar query is meant as a list of elementary bipolar conditions
and their conjunction is tacitly assumed. Theci(R)’s andwi(R)’s are separately ag-
gregated [16, 17]. Both aggregations are guided appropriately by the semantics of
the constraints and of the wishes. Namely, it is assumed that, if a recordR does
not satisfy a constraint then it should be rejected overall.Therefore, the degrees
ci(R) are aggregated in a conjunctive way. On the other hand, if a record is desir-
able according to one wish then it is desirable overall. Therefore, the degreeswi(R)
are aggregated in a disjunctive way. This then leads to a global pair (c(R),w(R))
expressing the satisfaction of the whole bipolar query by a recordR:

(c(R),w(R)) = (min
i

ci(R),max
i

wi(R)). (17)

Besides the minimum and maximum, other aggregation operators, based on trian-
gular norms and co-norms, can also be used if a reinforcementeffect is needed or
desired.

Remark that, in general, this aggregation technique will not preserve consistency,
i.e., it is possible thatw(R)> c(R). This can be solved by treating the ‘global wish’
not just as the mere disjunction of all wishes, but by also taking the conjunction of
this disjunction with all the constraints [17]:

(c(R),w(R)) = (min
i

ci(R),min(max
i

wi(R),min
i

ci(R))). (18)

4.1.2 Treating(c(R),w(R)) as a Whole

This approach, followed amongst others by Bosc et al. [26, 10], does not look at the
ci(R)’s andwi(R)’s separately, but treats them as a whole. In contrast with Dubois
and Prade, Bosc et al. consider both conjunction and disjunction of bipolar query
conditions. As it is usually done in regular ‘fuzzy’ querying, conjunction is trans-
lated to a minimum operator and disjunction is translated toa maximum operator.
In order to take the minimum or maximum, the set of(ci(R),wi(R)) pairs must be
ordered. In this approach, a lexicographical ordering is assumed (see above, in Sub-
section 3.1) and the operatorslmin andlmaxare introduced as aggregation operators
for respectively conjunction and disjunction of bipolar query conditions [17, 26, 10].
Let us assume that two elementary bipolar queriesAi IS Fi , i = 1,2, result in two
pairs of satisfaction degrees for a recordR: (ci(R),wi(R)), i = 1,2. Then, the pair of
satisfaction degrees for the conjunction and disjunction of these elementary queries
is defined as follows:
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(c(A1ISF1)∧(A2ISF2)(R),w(A1ISF1)∧(A2ISF2)(R)) =

= lmin((c1(R),w1(R)),(c2(R),w2(R)) =

=

{

(c1(R),w1(R)) if (c1(R)< c2(R))∨ (c1(R) = c2(R)∧w1(R)< w2(R))
(c2(R),w2(R)) otherwise

(19)

(c(A1ISF1)∨(A2ISF2)(R),w(A1ISF1)∨(A2ISF2)(R)) =

= lmax((c1(R),w1(R)),(c2(R),w2(R)) =

=

{

(c1(R),w1(R)) if (c1(R)> c2(R)∨ (c1(R) = c2(R)∧w1(R)> w2(R))
(c2(R),w2(R)) otherwise.

(20)

Due to the associativity of the operatorslmin and lmax formulas (19) and (20)
may be easily extended to the case of a conjunction and disjunction, respectively, of
n elementary bipolar queries.

By definition bothlmin and lmax return one of the input pairs as the result. As
all arguments are assumed to be consistent so is also the result of this type of aggre-
gation.

4.2 Aggregation in the Satisfied-Dissatisfied Approach

Consider againn bipolar query conditions, evaluation of which for recordR leads to
a set{(si(R),di(R)), i = 1, . . . ,n} of n BSDs. This set ofn pairs needs to be aggre-
gated to a BSD(s(R),d(R)) representing the global satisfaction and dissatisfaction
when taking into account all imposed query conditions.

4.2.1 Treatings and d Individually

In this approach, as in the approach by Dubois and Prade, the BSDs are not ag-
gregated as a whole but the lists ofsi(R)’s anddi(R)’s are aggregated separately
[30, 33]. But, unlike the Dubois and Prade approach, both conjunction and disjunc-
tion of bipolar query conditions are considered, as well as the negation. Moreover,
this approach also allows to take into account weights to distinguish important from
less important query conditions.

Because the bipolar query conditions in this approach are inspired by AFSs, the
basic aggregation of BSDs (which are the result of the evaluation of such bipolar
query conditions) is also inspired by the aggregation of AFSs. This means that the
conjunction (respectively disjunction) of two BSDs is calculated in the same sense
as the intersection (respectively union) of two AFSs. Moreover, these operations
also coincide with those proposed in a continuous extensionof Belnap’s four-valued
logic proposed bÿOztürk and Tsoukìas [34].
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Non-Weighted Aggregation

Let us consider two elementary bipolar conditions: ‘A1 IS F1’ and ‘A2 IS F2’, and
their conjunction and disjunction.

Conjunction.

The satisfaction and dissatisfaction degrees, i.e., a BSD,for the query ‘(A1 IS F1) ∧
(A2 IS F2)’ is computed as follows:

(s(A1 IS F1)∧(A2 IS F2)(R),d(A1 IS F1)∧(A2 IS F2)(R)) =

= (min(sA1 IS F1(R),sA2 IS F2(R)),max(dA1 IS F1(R),dA2 IS F2(R))). (21)

An intuitive justification for this formula is as follows:

• For the conjunction of two conditions to be satisfied, both conditions have to be
satisfied. Therefore the minimum of both individual satisfaction degrees is taken
as the satisfaction degree of their conjunction.

• For the conjunction to be dissatisfied, it is enough if one of them is dissatisfied.
Therefore the maximum of both individual dissatisfaction degrees is taken as the
dissatisfaction degree of their conjunction.

Besides the minimum and maximum, other aggregation operators based on trian-
gular norms and co-norms can also be used if a reinforcement effect is needed or
desired.

It should be noted that the formulas (17) and (21) although similar on the surface,
are quite different. In both cases we have the minimum operator applied to the first
components of the aggregated pairs and the maximum operatorapplied to the second
components of these pairs. However, in the former case the minimum and maximum
operators are applied to the complements of the negative evaluations and the positive
evaluations, respectively, while in the latter case these are positive and negative
evaluations, respectively.

Disjunction.

The satisfaction and dissatisfaction degrees, i.e., a BSD,for the query ‘(A1 IS F1) ∨
(A2 IS F2)’ is computed as follows:

(s(A1 IS F1)∨(A2 IS F2)(R),d(A1 IS F1)∨(A2 IS F2)(R)) =

= (max(sA1 IS F1(R),sA2 IS F2(R)),min(dA1 IS F1(R),dA2 IS F2(R))). (22)

Similarly to the case of conjunction, an intuitive justification for this formula is as
follows:
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• For the disjunction of two conditions to be satisfied, it is enough for one of them
to be satisfied. Therefore the maximum of both individual satisfaction degrees is
taken as the satisfaction degree of their disjunction.

• For the disjunction of two conditions to be dissatisfied, both of them have to be
dissatisfied. Therefore the minimum of both individual dissatisfaction degrees is
taken as the dissatisfaction degree of their disjunction.

Negation.

The satisfaction and dissatisfaction degrees, i.e., a BSD,for the query ‘¬ (A IS F)’
is computed as follows:

(s¬(A IS F)(R),d¬(A IS F)(R)) = (dA IS F(R),sA IS F(R)). (23)

The same effect of negation can also be achieved by swapping fuzzy sets of
positively (F+) and negatively (F−) evaluated elements ofdomA composingF ,
F = (F+,F−) in ‘¬ (A IS F)’, i.e., ‘¬( A IS F)’ is thus equivalent to ‘A IS F ′’,
whereF ′ = (F−,F+).

Weighted Aggregation

When expressing queries (bipolar or not), one way to model thedifference in impor-
tance between different elementary (bipolar) query conditions is by using weights.
Also in the framework of BSDs, it is possible to deal with suchweights [31]. The
underlying aggregation operators are still appropriate basic aggregation operators,
but a premodification step is performed on the elementary criteria evaluation results
to take into account the impact of the weights. It is assumed that the importance of a
condition, with respect to the final result, is linked with the condition itself, not with
the degree to which the condition is satisfied. So weightswi ∈ [0,1] can be attached
to the individual elementary bipolar conditions. The semantics of the weights is as
follows: wi = 1 denotes that the condition is fully important, whilewi = 0 denotes
that the condition is not important at all. Such a condition can be neglected (and
hence should have no impact on the result). Conditions with intermediate weights
should still be taken into account, but to a lesser extent than conditions with weight
wi = 1. In order to have an appropriate scaling, it is assumed thatmaxi wi = 1 [15].

To reflect the impact of a weight on the evaluation of a condition, a premodifica-
tion is performed on the initial BSDs, taking into account the weights. This means
that, before aggregating the individual BSDs, the impact ofthe weights on these
BSDs is calculated first. Afterwards, the modified BSDs are aggregated using the
regular aggregation techniques, as if they were regular, non-modified, BSDs. Let
g be the operator that models this weight influence on the individual BSDs:

g : [0,1]× B̃→ B̃ : (w,(s,d)) 7→ g(w,(s,d)). (24)
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It has been shown that implication functionsfim and co-implication functions
f co
im can be used to model the impact of weights, wherefim and f co

im are[0,1]-valued
extensions of Boolean implication and co-implication functions. As an example,
consider the Kleene-Dienes implication and co-implication:

fimKD(x,y) = max(1−x,y)

f co
imKD

(x,y) = min(1−x,y). (25)

The impact of a weight on a BSD, in case of conjunction, can be defined as
follows:

g∧ : [0,1]× B̃→ B̃ : (w,(s,d)) 7→ g∧(w,(s,d)) =
(

sg∧(w,(s,d)),dg∧(w,(s,d))

)

(26)

where

sg∧(w,(s,d)) = fim(w,s)

dg∧(w,(s,d)) = f co
im(1−w,d).

As an example, consider the weight operator for conjunctionbased on the Kleene-
Dienes implication:

g∧(w,(s,d)) = (max(1−w,s),min(w,d)) . (27)

Consider the basic conjunction operator∧ for BSDs, which is defined by

∧ : (B̃)2 → B̃ : ((s1,d1),(s2,d2)) 7→ (min(s1,s2),max(d1,d2)) (28)

(cf. Eq. (21)). Using this definition and the definition of theweight impact operator
g∧, a definition of an extended operator for weighted conjunction∧w of BSDs can
now be given as follows:

∧w : ([0,1]× B̃)2 → B̃ (29)

((w1,(s1,d1)),(w2,(s2,d2))) 7→ g∧(w1,(s1,d1))∧g∧(w2,(s1,d1)).

An extended operator for weighted disjunction can be definedanalogously. In-
deed, the impact of a weight on a BSD, in case of disjunction, can be defined by:

g∨ : [0,1]× B̃→ B̃ : (w,(s,d)) 7→ g∨(w,(s,d)) =
(

sg∨(w,(s,d)),dg∨(w,(s,d))

)

(30)

where

sg∨(w,(s,d)) = f co
im(1−w,s)

dg∨(w,(s,d)) = fim(w,d).

Using the Kleene-Dienes implication, the following weightoperator for disjunction
is for example obtained:
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g∨(w,(s,d)) = (min(w,s),max(1−w,d)) . (31)

Consider the basic disjunction operator∨ for BSDs, which is defined by

∨ : (B̃)2 → B̃ : ((s1,d1),(s2,d2)) 7→ (max(s1,s2),min(d1,d2)) (32)

(cf. Eq. (22)). Using this definition and the definition of theweight impact operator
g∨, a definition of an extended operator for weighted conjunction∨w of BSDs can
then be given as follows:

∨w : ([0,1]× B̃)2 → B̃ (33)

((w1,(s1,d1)),(w2,(s2,d2))) 7→ g∨(w1,(s1,d1))∧g∨(w2,(s1,d1)).

Averaging

Besides the basic aggregation operators based on the aggregation of AFSs, using
triangular norms and co-norms, BSDs can also be aggregated using other opera-
tors, like averaging operators [31]. Some averaging operators that could be used are
the arithmetic mean (AM), geometric mean (GM) or harmonic mean (HM). As an
example, consider the traditional arithmetic mean:

AM(x1, . . . ,xn) =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

xi . (34)

Such averaging operators cannot be applied on BSDs as such, because a BSD con-
sists of a pair of values. So again, the satisfaction degreesand dissatisfaction degrees
need to be treated separately. An extended version of the above regular averaging
operator can be defined, where this regular averaging operator is applied for the
satisfaction degrees, and, separately, for the dissatisfaction degrees:

AM((s1,d1), . . . ,(sn,dn)) =

(

1
n

n

∑
i=1

si ,
1
n

n

∑
i=1

di

)

. (35)

A similar extension can be defined for other averaging operators (GM, HM, . . . ).

Weighted Averaging

In the case of weighted averaging, it is again assumed that the importance of a con-
dition, with respect to the final result, is linked with the condition itself, not with
the degree to which the condition is satisfied. So weightswi ∈ [0,1] can be con-
nected with the individual bipolar conditions. Again, in order to have an appropriate
scaling, it is assumed that maxi wi = 1. Weighted counterparts of the above averag-
ing operators for BSDs (e.g., weighted arithmetic mean (AMw), weighted geometric
mean (GMw), or weighted harmonic mean (HMw)) can be used, where the satis-
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faction degrees on the one hand, and the dissatisfaction degrees on the other hand,
are again aggregated separately using regular weighted averaging operators. As an
example, consider the weighted arithmetic meanAMw for BSDs:

AMw : ([0,1]× B̃)n → B̃ (36)

((w1,(s1,d1)), . . . ,(wn,(sn,dn))) 7→

(

∑n
i=1wi ·si

∑n
i=1wi

,
∑n

i=1wi ·di

∑n
i=1wi

)

.

4.2.2 Treating(s,d) as a Whole

Aggregating BSDs as a whole can be done by using Ordered Weighted Averaging
(OWA) operators for BSDs [31]. Ordered weighted averaging of BSDs can be based
on the traditional OWA operators [42, 43] as done in the case of aggregating regular
satisfaction degrees. The OWA operator of dimensionn, i.e., acceptingn arguments
x1, . . . ,xn is defined by:

OWAW(x1, . . . ,xn) =
n

∑
i=1

wi ·x
′
i (37)

wherex′i is theith largest value ofx1, . . . ,xn andW = [w1, . . . ,wn]; ∑n
i=1wi = 1 is a

parameter of the OWA operator, referred to as the vector of weights.
This traditional OWA operator can also be extended to work with BSDs. To this

aim, the BSDs are first rank ordered, for example by using one of the ranking func-
tions presented in Section 3.2:

OWAW : Bn → B (38)

((s1,d1), . . . ,(sn,dn)) 7→

(

n

∑
i=1

wi ·s
′
i ,

n

∑
i=1

wi ·d
′
i

)

where(s′i ,d
′
i ) is theith largest BSD of(s1,d1), . . . ,(sn,dn), according to the ranking

function used.
Depending on the weight vector that is used, this extended OWA operator will

behave differently (just like the regular OWA operator). Inspecial cases, it can,
e.g., act as a maximum function for BSDs (w1 = 1, wi = 0 for i > 1), a minimum
function for BSDs (wn = 1, wi = 0 for i < n), or a median function for BSDs (for
oddn: w⌈ n

2⌉
= 1,wi = 0 for i 6=

⌈

n
2

⌉

, where⌈ ⌉ denotes the ceiling function; for even

n: wn
2
= 1

2, wn
2+1 =

1
2, wi = 0 for i 6= n

2 andi 6= n
2 +1).

Remark that the exact behaviour of the maximum, minimum and median function
for BSDs (and also for all other OWA operators) depends on thespecific ranking
function employed.
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4.3 Comparison and discussion

The aggregation of pairs of satisfaction degrees of elementary bipolar conditions
should follow and reflect the semantics of the querying approach. This is why, for
both approaches, specific aggregation techniques have beenpresented, hereby dis-
tinguishing techniques to aggregate both satisfaction degrees separately and to ag-
gregate the satisfaction degree pairs as a whole.

In the constraint-wish approach, handling both satisfaction degrees separately
boils down to treating all constraints together as a global constraint and treating
all wishes together as a global wish, hereby preserving the applicable consistency
condition, which requires some additional effort. Handling both satisfaction degrees
as a whole boils down to lexicographical ordering. In both kinds of aggregation the
semantics of constraints and wishes is retained.

In the satisfied-dissatisfied approach the satisfaction anddissatisfaction degrees
are completely independent of each other. This characteristic offers more freedom
to develop aggregation operators that treat both degrees separately.

• Basic aggregation operators, inspired by the aggregation of AFSs and based on
the minimum triangular norm and maximum triangular co-norm, have been de-
fined for non-weighted conjunction and disjunction. These operators retain the
semantics of positive and negative information.

• To handle elementary query conditions of different importance, extended coun-
terparts of the basic aggregation operators have been presented in literature.
These operators use associated weights to model the relative importance of a
query condition. First, the elementary conditions are evaluated as if there are no
weights. Second, the impact of a weight on the evaluation of acondition is mod-
elled in a premodification step using an implication and co-implication function.

• Instead of being based on a triangular norm and a triangular co-norm, an aggre-
gation function can also be based on an averaging operator like the arithmetic,
geometric or harmonic mean or on the weighted extension of such an averaging
operator.

Choosing which aggregation operator to use depends on the requirements of the
application. Aspects that may be considered in the selection of an adequate oper-
ator are: the need to better distinguish among the resultingrecords, the need for a
reinforcement effect and the computation time.

BSDs can also be treated as a whole and aggregated based on their ranking.
For that purpose, an OWA operator for BSDs has been presentedin the literature.
As is the case with regular OWA operators, the behaviour of the aggregation will
then strongly depend on the used weight vector. Special cases are the minimum,
maximum and median function for BSDs. Whether to use this kindof aggregation or
not, and which weight vector should be chosen, again depend on the requirements of
the application under consideration. Results obtained from an aggregation based on
the ranking of BSDs are in general less informative to the user, because they do not
provide independent information about the satisfaction ofthe positive and negative
conditions in the user preferences. However, if a quantifier-based aggregation is
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required by the application, where at least (or at most) a specified (fuzzy) number
of elementary conditions should be satisfied in order to satisfy the query, an OWA-
based aggregation can be used.

5 Conclusions

In this chapter, an overview and comparison of two commonly known approaches
to bipolar querying of databases have been presented: the constraint-wish approach
and the satisfied-dissatisfied approach. The specification of bipolar query condi-
tions and different aspects of query handling, including the evaluation of elemen-
tary conditions, their aggregation, as well as ranking of the query results have been
described.

The constraint-wish approach has been specifically designed to cope with situ-
ations where user preferences express requirements —calledconstraints— which
should be satisfied (at least to some extent) by the retrieveddatabase records, and
other, optional conditions —called wishes— which serve to distinguish among those
records that satisfy the constraints to the same extent. Slightly different semantics
is modelled by the ‘and possibly’ based approach to constraints and wishes, where
the influence of the wishes on the results of a query depends onthe existence of the
records satisfying constraints and wishes at the same time.

The motivation for the satisfied-dissatisfied approach is tocope with user prefer-
ences that are composed of positive conditions —expressing what the user likes—
and negative conditions —expressing what the user wants to avoid. The positive and
negative conditions do not necessarily have to be complementary to each other.

Although both approaches result in pairs of satisfaction degrees (constraint sat-
isfaction and wish satisfaction, or satisfaction degree and dissatisfaction degree),
the semantics are quite different. In the constraint-wish approach, ‘true’ constraints,
i.e., mandatory requirements, are treated as more important in a specific sense. In
the satisfied-dissatisfied approach, the positive and negative requirements are con-
sidered in general as being equally important and independent. Due to this assumed
independence, it is also possible to model inconsistent or conflicting situations
in the satisfied-dissatisfied approach, which is not possible in the constraint-wish
approach, where either strong or weak consistency must apply. Moreover, in the
satisfied-dissatisfied approach, the set of operators that can be used for ranking or
aggregating is more elaborate than in the constraint-wish approach (e.g., weighted
aggregation operators). On the other hand, a complete ‘bipolar’ relational algebra
has been proposed for the constraint-wish approach, i.e., an extension of traditional
relational algebra to handle bipolarity [10].
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